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Introduction
In the post-war period, Bulgaria’s entry into the Soviet sphere of influence was a decisive
event for her political future. It opened the way for BCP, the Bulgarian Communist Party, to
take power. And it enabled Bulgaria to develop an official policy on the Macedonian
Question. As historians are well aware, in the first years after the Second World War a key
shift in Sofia’s official line on the Macedonian Question was carried through. The traditional
position - that the Slavs in the geographical area of Macedonia were of Bulgarian ethnic stock
– was abandoned, and the Yugoslav ideology of ‘Macedonism’ was adopted in its place.1 But
though the policy of cultivating a Macedonian identity was abandoned by Sofia in the wake of
the Moscow-Belgrade rift of 1948, all through the Cold War period Bulgaria’s position on the
Macedonian Question, and the level of its relations with Belgrade in general, continued to be
decisively affected by the level of relations between Moscow and Belgrade. It has been well
said that: ‘When relations between Moscow and Belgrade deteriorated, polemics between
Sofia and Belgrade over Macedonia flared up, only to cool down when Soviet-Yugoslav
relations improved’.2
The present chapter will attempt to examine the changes in Bulgarian foreign policy
towards Skopje that took place after the removal of Todor ivkov from his post as SecretaryGeneral of the BCP in November 1989. That date, November 10, was a watershed in the
recent history of Bulgaria. For it can be seen as signalling the start of a period of
democratization, and a radical readjustment in Bulgaria’s position internationally and at
home. Simultaneously, internal developments within the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia were touched off by the end of the Cold War and by fundamental restructuring in
Eastern Europe. They were to lead to Yugoslavia’s violent break-up in June 1991 and the
independence of FYROM, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
I.

November 1989 to the end of 1991
The ‘transitional period’, from traditional confrontation to attempts at
a rapprochement with Skopje

The start of the democratic process in Bulgaria, in November 1989, enabled an opposition
to the ruling BCP to make its appearance. This opposition coalesced in the founding of the
UDF, the Union of Democratic Forces. UDF was an ‘umbrella’ party. Within its loose
political structure there was a whole cluster of political forces whose basic unifying element
was their opposition to the BCP. Some of them, indeed, were notable for their extreme antiCommunism: seeking in domestic politics not just the introduction of the multi-party system
and democracy; but having the BCP banned, and a ‘cleansing’ of Communists from political
and public life. In international politics they wanted Bulgaria to immediately turn towards the
West; and they condemned the BCP for its servile obedience to Moscow. They were
particularly tough in their approach to the Macedonian Question; the BCP was accused of
‘national betrayal’ and ‘criminal errors’.3
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In these conditions of ever more intense domestic political confrontation, the BCP was
renamed the Bulgarian Socialist Party, BSP, in spring 1990. The party continued to hold the
reins of power until October 1990. It now concentrated its energies on ‘shaking off the
irredentism of Skopje’ and of Belgrade.4 It reacted angrily to a statement by the Federal
Parliament of Yugoslavia on February 16, 1990 condemning the ‘forcible assimilation of
Macedonians in the Pirin region’; a communiqué from Bulgaria’s foreign minister Bojko
Dimitrov stated that nowhere was there a ‘Macedonian nation’ with historical roots (not even
in ‘Vardarska Makedonija’ itself); that the Pirin region’s population was Bulgarian; and that
for the Yugoslavs to raise the subject was tantamount to interfering (intolerably, as European
politics stood at that time) in the domestic affairs of a neighbour state.5
On February 20 the Bulgarian government labelled as ‘open interference in [its] domestic
affairs’ a public protest meeting in Skopje to demand ‘recognition of rights for the
Macedonian minorities in Bulgaria, Greece and Albania’,6 and ‘union of all Macedonians
within the bounds of a single Macedonia’.7 On March 6 the Bulgarian parliament moved to
reject the Yugoslav criticism and the notion that a ‘Macedonian minority’ had at any time
existed in Bulgaria; and it noted that ‘in the nineteenth century most Macedonians called
themselves Bulgarians’. Their ‘forcible Macedonization’ (to quote the wording of the motion)
was ‘the result of Yugoslav [territorial] aspirations’.8
In the first six months of 1991 the crisis in Yugoslavia worsened. It became increasingly
obvious that the federation was about to break up. This created a whole new set of
coordinates. Bulgarian politicians expressed ‘sympathy’ for the democratic movements in
Slovenia and Croatia, including their demands for self-determination and independence.
Miloševi , by contrast, was seen as the villain of the piece; the figurehead of oppressive Serb
nationalism, bent on hegemony in the area.9 When Skopje declared its independence in
September 1991, Bulgarian policy-makers were faced with a dilemma: should they recognize
this independence, or not? In discussions in parliament – or to be more exact in the
parliamentary Committee for National Security & Foreign Policy – the view gained ground
that Bulgaria ought to be one of the first countries to recognize the independence of the
‘Republic of Macedonia’, and that ‘it was the right thing to do’.10 This was also the view of
UDF (the strongest political bloc in Bulgaria after the October 1991 elections), of the
country’s president eliu elev, and of a section of the BSP.11
The merits of recognizing Skopje’s independence ‘under the constitutional name’ (i.e.
‘Macedonia’) were founded, it would seen, on the expectations that recognition would push
Skopje further still out of the Serbian orbit, and that this would open the way to a
rapprochement with Bulgaria. The hope was then that via rapprochement, ‘the Bulgarian
consciousness of the Slav population would awaken’.12 Looked at in the broader context, this
view reflects ‘extremely powerful currents of feeling’ that had surfaced in Bulgarian society
since late 1989, and which had to do with the position of Macedonia in Bulgarian history and
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the identity of the Slav Macedonian population. According to these ‘currents of feeling’ the
Slav Macedonians ‘are former Bulgarians who had to live separately for a long time because
of turbulent historic developments and thus have forgotten their “Bulgarian-ness”. The socalled Macedonian language is simply a dialect of the Bulgarian language. Macedonian
identity is ‘artificial’ and does not really exist. There is, therefore, no historical and ethnic
Macedonian nation... it is the pro-Serbian and anti-Bulgarian regime which prevents
Macedonians from clearly declaring their Bulgarian identity’.13
II.

1992-1998
Skopje is ‘recognized’; Bulgarian hopes are dashed

Bulgaria officially recognized Skopje ‘under their constitutional name’ at the start of
1992. On January 15 Filip Dimitrov, prime minister in the UDF government, announced
block recognition of the four former Yugoslav republics: Slovenia, Croatia, BosniaHerzegovina, and Macedonia. This made Bulgaria the first state in the world to recognize
Skopje under its constitutional name.14 Speaking on television, President elev expressed his
agreement with the government decision; adding that it was the Macedonian state that
Bulgaria was recognizing, not the Macedonian people.15
Though the Dimitrov government trumpeted the rapid recognition of FYROM under
the constitutional name as ‘a foreign policy triumph’,16 it was a decision taken unreflectingly.
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Sofia had secured no prior guarantee from Skopje about FYROM’s specific positions and
practices on matters that concerned Bulgaria directly. Too late, the Dimitrov government tried
to repair the omission. In a press conference on February 10, foreign minister Ganev said that
Bulgaria “does not recognize the existence of a Macedonian nation and the presence of a
minority linked to the Republic of Macedonia”. He also insisted that “the authorities of the
Republic of Macedonia should give clear guarantees that the Republic had no territorial
claims against Bulgaria, and that it had no intention of raising the issue of the existence of a
(Macedonian) minority either in Bulgaria, or in Greece, or anywhere else”.17 On a visit to
FYROM at the end of the same month, Ganev emphasized that “by recognizing the
independence of Macedonia, Bulgaria was declaring that she had no territorial claims on the
Republic”, and that at the same time “she was awaiting ‘reciprocal action’ from all her
neighbours, Macedonia included”.18 Ganev left open the question of whether or not to
establish diplomatic relations, saying that this would depend on ‘progress towards a peaceful
solution of the Yugoslav crisis’.19 Replying to a question in the Bulgarian parliament on
March 13, he said that Bulgaria would “pick the right moment, from the point of view of [her]
national interests, to open diplomatic relations with Macedonia”.20
Significantly, although the Dimitrov government was unsuccessful in its attempt to
obtain the guarantees it sought from Skopje,21 there were in the course of 1992 a series of
initiatives to support FYROM. In August, for instance, the government gave a positive
response to FYROM’s plea for economic aid, after the Greek government had decided to stop
oil being sent to FYROM from the port of Thessaloniki.22 Bulgaria also agreed to establish
diplomatic relations at consular level.23 Also in August, elev was able to persuade Russian
president Boris Yeltsin to immediately get Russia to recognize FYROM ‘under its
constitutional name’.24 In September the Dimitrov government faced severe criticism at home
for its willingness to sell arms to FYROM; this was in flagrant breach of a UN embargo, and
it caused political ructions in Sofia.25
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In December a new ‘technocrat’ government headed by Berov came to power.26 At
first it made a show of linking the issue of bilateral relations with the behaviour of FYROM.
The new foreign minister, Dobrev, made a policy statement early in 1993, in which he said:
‘We have stated that we will recognise the country de jure if it amends certain points
in its constitution, namely, Article 49, which implies that the Macedonian nation will
defend all Macedonians in the neighbouring countries, regardless of their citizenship.
This runs counter to international law. Legal protection can be given only by the state
of which the individual is a citizen. Anything else would be interference in the state’s
domestic affairs. We also insist on observance of the Helsinki principles – human
rights, free information exchange, etc. We cannot close our eyes to the confiscation of
Bulgarian books and newspapers and to the fact that anti-Bulgarian materials still
appear in government publications. We hold information that people who identify
themselves as Bulgarians are subjected to repressions. We insist that citizens of the
Republic of Macedonia determine freely their national and ethnic identity as is done
in Bulgaria’.27
But these fine words were soon to be forgotten, as Berov and his government plunged
into opening up bilateral relations without first settling the issues involved. This became all
too clear during Berov’s state visit to Skopje in 1993. The visit was seen by the press as ‘a
good opportunity for both sides to clarify their priorities [and] to place the accent on what
unites them and push what divides them into the background’.28 An initial agreement was
signed on economic and trade relations in border areas.29 At the same time, efforts continued
from the Bulgarian side in support of Skopje. On December 22 diplomatic relations were
upgraded to ambassador level;30 in March 1994 the Berov government decided to place
Bulgaria’s ports ‘at FYROM’s disposal’, the Greeks having imposed their embargo;31 and on
April 15 the Bulgarian Parliament voted to give passage to US troops forming part of the UN
forces stationed in FYROM by a Security Council resolution in December 1992.32
To Bulgaria’s chagrin, however, just as she was trying to open up bilateral relations
there occurred what has come to be known as ‘the language dispute’. On April 14, 1994,
during a state visit to Skopje by Bulgarian education minister Marko Todorov, this dispute
caused the signing of a bilateral agreement to be aborted; and the same happened during a
state visit to Sofia by FYROM president Gligorov on April 25-26,33 with some fifteen
documents awaiting signature. The problem emerged in its practical shape when the Slav
Macedonian delegation refused to accept the Bulgarians’ suggested form of words for signing
the documents. The text (in English translation) ran: ‘This document is signed in the official
languages of the Republic of Macedonia and the Republic of Bulgaria’. Gligorov insisted that
it should be explicitly stated that the document was being signed ‘in Bulgarian and
Macedonian’.34 It was this ‘language dispute’ that was perceived by Bulgarian politicians as
putting a freeze on bilateral relations, a freeze that was to last for almost five years, as the
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Slav Macedonian side made recognition of the Macedonian language a sine qua non for
establishing bilateral relations.35
BSP won the December elections of 1994 but there was no real change in Bulgarian
policy towards FYROM even with a new government. As BSP clung to power through 19951996, Sofia made no visible move, took no visible decision. Its ‘Balkan policy’ was other: to
seek bilateral relations with Belgrade36 and, above all, Athens.37 When in 1996 some of its
cadres recommended recognizing ‘the Macedonian language’ as a way of exiting from the
impasse on bilateral relations, BSP was accused by UDF of ‘selling national interests down
the river’.38
III.

1999-2006
The ‘language dispute’ is got over; Sofia-Skopje relations go ahead

The ‘language dispute’ separating the two sides was successfully dealt with in early
1999. The basic factors here were domestic political developments within FYROM in late
1998, plus the worsening of the Kosovo crisis. In October 1998 the winner in the
parliamentary elections was IMRO, acronym for a coalition whose full name is quite a
mouthful (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization & Democratic Party for
Macedonian National Union). IMRO stood in sharp contrast to its rival the SDUM (Socialist
Democratic Union of Macedonia), which had governed FYROM since independence in 1991.
Never had SDUM been on good terms with any party in Bulgaria, and in Sofia it was viewed
with suspicion as the vehicle for intense ‘anti-Bulgarian’ feelings.39 IMRO, on the other hand,
had taken care to foster good relations with UDF (thus bringing down about its ears
accusations by SDUM of being a ‘Bulgarian ‘fifth column’ within FYROM40). From 1992
onwards, IMRO’s leader Ljubco Georgevski, FYROM’s new premier from October 1998,
had emphasized how necessary it was for his country to cultivate good relations with
Bulgaria.41 The deteriorating situation in Kosovo was also causing mounting anxiety about
Balkan security not only in FYROM itself but in the region as a whole.42
Under these changed conditions the incoming Bulgarian government – the UDF, led
by Ivan Kostov, which had won the April 1997 elections – endeavoured to find some way out
of the impasse in Bulgaria-FYROM relations ever since spring 1994, and then to bury the
hatchet over the ‘language dispute’. A compromise formula was found: in the two countries’
official documents FYROM’s official language would be referred to as ‘the Macedonian
35
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language according to the Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia’. On February 22, 1999,
in the course of a state visit to Sofia by Gligorov, a joint communiqué was issued based on
this formula, while FYROM at the same time undertook not to interfere in the domestic
affairs of Bulgaria.43 Though this joint communiqué raised some hackles inside Bulgaria,44
now that it had been signed the way lay open to an upgrade of relations between Sofia and
Skopje. During Gligorov’s visit no fewer than seven inter-state agreements were signed, and
the Bulgarian government announced that it was making a present to FYROM of 150 tanks
and 142 pieces of artillery.45 During NATO operations against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, the Kostov government showed - to borrow a phrase from the classics noticeable ‘philo-Macedonian zeal’. To justify its decision to make runways available to
NATO for as long as operations lasted, to the detriment of Yugoslavia, it appealed to
‘political support’ for FYROM, which it accused Miloševi of trying to destabilize. In April
1999, with demonstrations going on in Sofia against this decision, Kostov said:
‘I appeal for Bulgaria, on one occasion at least as this century ends, to
behave responsibly towards Macedonia. I shall answer the protests with the
question that people are asking in Macedonia: what’s going on in Sofia,
why are you all shouting for Serbia, why aren’t you shouting for
Macedonia…? Since Miloševi ’s position doesn’t depend on us, and nor
does NATO’s position either, we have one worry and one only –
Macedonia’.46
The Kostov government showed the same partisan zeal throughout the 2001 crisis, a
still severer one for FYROM. It issued one statement after another to condemn the activities
43
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of ‘Albanian extremist groups’ and to beg the international community to lend its support to
security and stability in the ‘Republic of Macedonia’.47 It even tried to act as mediator, but
this provoked a sharp reaction from FYROM foreign minister Mitreva; she told it to mind its
own business and ‘concentrate on the forthcoming parliamentary elections in Bulgaria’.48
From 2001 onwards bilateral relations continued to grow despite political changes in
both countries, due undoubtedly to improvement in the Bulgarian economy and progress in
the country’s application to join the European Union, making her a more attractive prospect to
FYROM as a potential partner. Meetings between top politicians of both countries became
more frequent,49 and a fair number of agreements were signed. These included, for instance,
the Nevestino-Delchevo agreement (October 18, 2004) for a new border crossing; and the
trilateral memorandum (December 28, 2004) signed by the prime ministers of Bulgaria,
FYROM, and Albania, for an oil pipeline running from Burgas via Skopje to Vlorë.50
Halfway through 2005 Bulgaria and FYROM each opened a culture and information centre in
the other’s capital. Typical of the new post-1999 thaw was an official statement issued on
August 30, 2004 by FYROM’s new president, ervenovski, on the eve of his visit to Sofia:
‘…our relations with Bulgaria are our highest priority. Now cooperation
and mutual trust are at the highest possible level compared with the
preceding period. This can be seen both in our successful top-level
meetings and in the results achieved in a number of different fields:
cooperation on security, defence, economy, culture, education, science… I
believe that relations between Macedonia and Bulgaria can set an example
in the region…’51
Bulgaria evidently had its attractions for young Slav Macedonians; they hurried to
acquire Bulgarian citizenship as a means to getting a university education and a passport
enabling them to travel abroad more easily. The Bulgarian state provided substantial
economic incentives (scholarships, reduced fees) for Slav Macedonian students to study in
Bulgaria,52 provided they described themselves as ‘Bulgarian’, this also allowing them to get
a Bulgarian passport with considerable ease.53 By the start of 2005 there were some 3500 Slav
Macedonian students taking courses at Bulgarian universities – approximately 10% of all
students in FYROM – and the total number of Slav Macedonian applicants for Bulgarian
citizenship (leading to a Bulgarian passport) had reached 15,500 for the period 2000-2005.54
Despite the advance in bilateral relations from 1999 onwards, it was not roses all the
way. There were still a whole host of issues causing the Bulgarians problems. The most
conspicuous was perhaps Skopje’s official line of a ‘Macedonian minority’ within Bulgaria.
This was linked to legal manoeuvres by the United Macedonian Organization (Ilinden)
party, claiming to represent Bulgaria’s so-called ‘Macedonian minority’. As United
Macedonian Organization (Ilinden-Pirin), the party had fought the Bulgarian local
elections in 1999, with very modest results (winning only 3690 votes). Nevertheless an
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application was lodged at the Constitutional Court by sixty one deputies – some from BSP,
some also from the governing UDF – to have the United Macedonian Organization
(Ilinden) banned. The Court obligingly declared the party outlawed on February 28, 2000 on
the ground that ‘its aims are contrary to good constitutional order’ and ‘that it fosters ethnic
hatred and places Bulgaria’s territorial integrity in jeopardy’.55 This decision by the highest
court in the land was very unfavourably received in FYROM,56 where officials are always
careful to remind the world of the existence, in bilateral relations, of a ‘minority problem’,
and to recommend that it be dealt with ‘through European machinery’. To quote ervenovski:
‘The problems we are now discussing in public are the same problems that
we were discussing in the preceding period. It is basically a question of
ethnic and cultural identity, the situation of ethnic minorities, their status
and their rights. All of us today – Macedonia, Bulgaria, everybody in the
region – have at our disposal, much more efficient and objective
machinery to resolve the issues permanently… I mean the machinery of
European regulations and standards, which each country must incorporate
into its own body of regulations. This machinery is far more productive
than any pressure we can exert, or could have exerted in the past, through
bilateral relations. If we want to become EU members, we have to play to
EU rules. And that will improve the status of ethnic minorities’.57
At the same time, and even as Skopje was speechifying about the minority problem,
people in Bulgaria were observing with displeasure that the category ‘Bulgarian’ was
nowhere to be found on the FYROM official census form. In the 2003 Census, ‘Macedonian
citizens with Bulgarian consciousness [were] classed as ‘representative of other ethnic
minority’’. The Census thus officially registered just over twenty thousand persons [20,993]
‘without it being clear how many of these described themselves as ‘Bulgarian’’.58
Here may be mentioned Bulgarian doubts about the sincerity of the political leaders in
Skopje as regards bilateral relations. To take an example: despite the cordial atmosphere
during a state visit to FYROM (February 26-27, 2002) by Bulgaria’s most recent president,
Georgi Parvanov, in the course of which a memorandum of cooperation was signed,59 the
Bulgarian press was rather cagey about the outcome of the visit. An article in the authoritative
newspaper Kapital expressed grave reservations about the potential of the visit to improve
relations between the two countries. ‘In actual fact’ (it wrote) ‘Greece has signed far fewer
agreements with Skopje, but Greek companies have an enormous slice of the Macedonian
market’. The writer also wondered how far FYROM would ‘keep its promises about
improving trade relations’.60
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All this notwithstanding, there was a recent - and rather unexpected – declaration by
Bulgarian foreign minister Ivailo Kalfin in late July 2006, to the effect that Sofia would back
up Skopje in her journey towards Europe, providing Skopje ceased her ‘hostility towards the
Bulgarian nation and its history’ and ‘show[ed] respect for the common historical and cultural
past, and good-neighbourliness towards Bulgaria’.61 This was unexpected because it was
perhaps the very first time, after FYROM’s independence, that Bulgaria’s head diplomat had
expressly linked Bulgaria’s political support for FYROM with matters of history and culture.
There are various ways in which Kalfin’s statement can be interpreted. First of all it was a
reflection of Bulgarian diplomacy’s greater self-confidence. Bulgarian diplomacy had
covered much ground since 1992, what with Bulgaria now a member of NATO, a close
partner of the US, and on the verge of EU membership. At the same time, the statement put
into words a feeling that had been current for some time in various Bulgarian circles –
historians, diplomats, journalists – and in public opinion at large. From 1992 onwards, it was
felt, Bulgaria had substantially followed a policy of one-way support for FYROM, without
getting much in return, especially on sensitive issues such as historical heritage and
minorities.62
Conclusions
Bulgarian policy towards FYROM over the last fifteen years betrays a serious
inability to couple two basic requirements: how to achieve cultural rapprochement and how to
develop bilateral relations without compromising Bulgaria’s fundamental positions. This
inability is the result firstly of the particular conditions characteristic of Bulgarian foreign
policy after the end of bipolarity, and secondly of the particular attitudes and fascination that
Bulgarian society continues to have for the Macedonian Question. In spring 1997 President
Stoyanov called Macedonia ‘the most romantic item in Bulgarian history’,63 and in early 2005
Bo idar Dimitrov, director of the Bulgarian National History Museum, could write:
‘I wish the citizens of Macedonia all happiness, and a good life, in 2005.
For their state, too… I wish in 2005 that it may forsake the doctrine of
Macedonism, a doctrine that says that Macedonians are a different breed
from Bulgarians. To put it in a nutshell: may Macedonia become the
‘second state’ of the Bulgarian people – as Cyprus is the second state of
the Greek people, Moldova of the Romanian people, and Austria of the
German people’.64
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As of 2006 Bulgarian diplomacy appears ready, with greater self-confidence, to
defend fundamental Bulgarian positions on issues of history and identity. Should this frame of
mind endure, it will undoubtedly affect Greece’s dispute with her neighbour FYROM over its
‘constitutional name’.

